
Yamunotri Yatra From Delhi Package
(5 Days / 4 Nights)

Tour Overview
If you reside in Delhi or somewhere near to the capital city of India then our 4 nights and 5 days
long Yamunotri Yatra from Delhi tour package is a kind of perfect choice for you. Yamunotri
being an important pilgrimage of Char Dham Yatra welcomes millions of tourists every year and
if you not been one of those lucky ones then check out this itinerary and complete your
bookings in advance. One must not deny the fact that being an annual pilgrimage Yamunotri is
heavily crowded so planning all at a sudden is not going to be a worth visit and especially if this
is your first trip. our packages are always inclusive of the basic amenities needed on the trip as
we understand the value of your hard-earned money and we respect it.

Tour Highlights
❖ Being a part of Ganga Aarti at Har Ki Pauri Ghat in Haridwar.
❖ Taking a holy hip in the hot thermal spring before entering the holy shrine.
❖ Capturing the magnificent scenic vistas falling en-route.

Tour Itinerary
Day 1: Delhi- Haridwar



Upon your arrival at New Delhi Railway Station or at the airport, you will be picked up by our representative who will
take you towards Haridwar after a warm welcome. However, we understand that it is not going to be an easy day as
you have to travel a lot (especially if you are not coming from Delhi) so we have done this 7 hour long journey from
Delhi- Haridwar via an air-conditioned private vehicle. On reaching Haridwar, the gateway to heaven, you will be taken
straight to the hotel where you can freshen up and relax for a few hours. Later in the evening, head towards Har Ki
Pauri to be a part of the grand evening Aarti and if time and your body allow you then you can plan for Mansa Devi
Temple visit.

Day 2: Haridwar- Barkot

Leave from Haridwar in the morning but do not skip your breakfast as this is going to be another consecutive day of
traveling a long distance via roadways. We understand it’s not easy to travel for those who travel less but trust me
while driving towards Barkot you will get to witness the mesmerizing views of the scenic splendors adoring
Mussoorie as we are going to follow the route via Mussoorie and this makes your traveling interesting and
enchanting. By the time you reach Barkot, you must be exhausted by traveling so we will take you straight to the hotel
so than you can unwind yourself and feel relaxed.

Day 3: Barkot- Yamunotri- Barkot

Start your day very early today as you will be driving towards the holy shrine of Yamunotri. As driving till Yamunotri is
not allowed so our driver will drop you at Janki Chatti or Phool Chatti from where you will be covering the rest of the
distance to Yamunotri Temple by trekking or if you feel that you are not so strong to trek then you can hire any pony or
palanquin rides. However, that will cost you some amount but will help you in covering this huge and challenging
distance easily and conveniently. Upon reaching the peak of the trek move towards the holy hot water Kund to take
bath before entering the shrine. After completing the puja rituals and paying your offerings to Goddess Yamuna return
to Jankichatti where you will find our driver waiting for you to drop you at the hotel in Barkot.

Day 4: Barkot - Haridwar

Leave from Barkot after checking out from the hotel and then follow your drive towards Haridwar. The journey is not
going to be tiring and hectic as the surroundings falling en-route mesmerizes you with its incredible ambiance. On
reaching Haridwar, you will be transferred to the hotel for overnight stay so relax for a few hours in the hotel and if in
the beginning of the trip you couldn’t explore Mansa Devi Temple then this is the perfect time to plan your visit.

Day 5: Haridwar - Delhi

Post a relishing breakfast served to you at the hotel, our driver will drop you at Delhi Railway Station or Airport (as per
your transit) and will take your leave as your journey with us concludes here.

Tour Inclusion / Exclusion
Inclusion
❖ Accommodation service
❖ Transportation service till the final roadhead
❖ Meals as per the itinerary
❖ Sightseeing (if any)
❖ Driver allowance, fuel charges etc

Exclusion

❖ Monument entrance fee, camera charges etc.
❖ Portage, pony service etc
❖ Any expense of personal nature
❖ Extra charges in case of an emergency
❖ Anything not in the inclusions section



Term and Conditions
❖ The timings for the helicopter yatra are subject to change depending on the weather conditions and matters

that are out of any sort of human control.
❖ The total payment for the helicopter journey should be made in 2 instalments, the 1st instalment will be 50%

of the total cost which should be given 2 weeks prior to the beginning of the journey. The remainder of the
amount will be paid 2 to 3 weeks prior to the scheduled date of departure.

❖ The selected package will may not be included with GST so make sure to clarify this with your travel
manager.

❖ Children age 2 years and more will need to get a full adult ticket.
❖ No special concessions or provisions are given to senior citizens and kids or differently abled. You can

speak with the tour manager well in advance to make special arrangements for anyone who may need it.
❖ Some conditions like – bad weather, VVIP movement, technical faults in helicopter etc. may case the flight to

be postponed or even stand a chance to be cancelled.
❖ Expenses will be borne by you in case you decide on overstaying more than your planned days.

Cancellation Policies
❖ If passengers wish to cancel their booking, then they will have to pay following cancellation charges.
❖ Upto 15 Days before journey – 25 % Cancellation charges and 75% Refund.
❖ Upto 10 Days before journey – 50 % Cancellation charges and 50 % Refund
❖ Upto 7 Days before journey – 75 % Cancellation charges and 25% Refund
❖ Less than 7 Days before journey – no refund
❖ No show by passenger – no refund
❖ Be sure to clarify about the refund and cancellation policies of the company beforehand with your tour

operator to avoid confusion and clear out your doubts.

Email Us - info@yatrabyhelicopter.in
Call - 91-9897916148 || Whatsapp - 91-9897916148
Address - Danda, Sahastradhara Road, Near IT Park Dehradun, Uttarakhand 248001

Thank you for visiting www.yatrabyhelicopter.in !


